
Task2 : 
In many countries these days, the number of people continuing their education 
after school has increased, and the range of courses at universities and colleges 
has in increased too.
Do you think this is a positive or negative development?

The popularity and importance of knowledge and awareness in societies has 
increased over the past decades. The growing number of universities’ population 
is per se a great evidence for this phenomenon. I would argue that the more 
cultured and skilled communities, the easier and faster societies’ developments 
and improvements will be realized.
Firstly, the changing world’s requirements necessitate individuals taking step 
towards being more involved in the present developments and technology by 
pursuing their education to high levels. The newly emerged emerging issues and 
situations which did not use to be even 50 years ago need to be massively paid 
more attention to and studied by students and researchers. As a result, the 
recently introduced courses are massively found interesting, applicable و بردی کار  

 and detailed to be taken in colleges by pupils. Not only are these classes دآمکار 
highly consistent with the developing global environment, but thanks to the 
variety of course, they are greatly considered powerful means for individuals to 
achieve their goals which seems more appealing and favorable to them. In brief, 
universities being full of courses populated with an increasing number of students 
would be a reasonable answer to our current global circumstances as well as 
persons’ inner satisfaction in the long term.
Secondly, requiring more updated up to date knowledge than before, jobs play an 
effective role in starting and encouraging this trend .it is no longer sufficient to 
just work with your dad as his heir to keep his legacy alive. To do this, a lot of 
books and articles should be read. On the other hand, technology has pretty 
much altered everything in every aspect of our life with more practical ones. So to 
keep up with it, it is an inevitable fact that universities and colleges standing at 
the front line prepare and equip individuals with the essential knowledge and 
awareness which are needed by occupations as well as in daily life. Bringing more 
convenient economic conveniencein terms of economic situation, this way eases 
people’s life similarly as it has been easing for years.



By way of conclusion, an ever increasing number of people pursuing higher 
education in universities in which courses with more variety are offered cater to 
our societies’ society’s progress as much as persons’ private person’s life.


